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Editor’s Note

Ann-Christine Diaz
is the Creativity
Editor of Ad Age

Welcome to Ad Age’s annual Creativity Issue.
Typically, this is a celebratory time for the
industry, when we’re heady with anticipation
for the Cannes Lions International Festival of
Creativity. But (old news) the pandemic put
everything on hold, including Ad Age’s annual
gala in which we celebrate our Creativity Awards,
which honor the breakthrough work, talents
and businesses carving out the new path for
advertising and marketing.
We decided to present the winners now, in June,
thinking that after three-plus exhausting, hairpulling months of trying to figure out the world
anew, the industry might need something to
cheer about. And cheer them we should. Our
winners are a testament not just to how creativity
can move brands’ business—but also how we
should conduct ourselves to be better humans.
Just as it seemed the world was beginning to
creep out of total lockdown, we now confront
a deadly virus that has been with us for much
longer. Last week, a coalition of more than 600
black advertising industry professionals issued
a call to action to the industry to finally end
systemic racism. With all the previous efforts,
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promises, and pledges that have been made, it’s
glaringly obvious the industry has fallen short.
Arguably the most talked-about piece of work in
2018 was Nike’s “Dream Crazy” campaign and
that famous Colin Kaepernick tweet. It’s startling
to see that now, two years later, the National
Football League (along with other brands) has
finally changed its stance on players protesting
racism in our country. In some cases, powerful
and brave brand ideas can point the way forward,
but as we see now, it’s taking way too long for the
world to catch up.
It’s clear from our own Creativity Awards finalists
and winners just how far the industry also has to
go. The overall entries this year—and therefore,
the winners—do not reflect even close the breadth
of diversity we would like to see. As an industry,
and as a publication, we must—and we are—
committing to do better.
That’s one topic we will explore this coming
week during the “Future of Creativity,” our
four-day-long virtual event that will celebrate
our Creativity Awards winners and also gather
the industry’s top and rising leaders to discuss
how the business needs to evolve. Those include
the leaders of our Agency of the Decade Droga5,
Agency of the Year Wieden+Kennedy, and
International Agency of the year adam&eve/DDB,

WELCOME
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WELCOME

the founders of SATURDAY MORNING, Twitter,
directors including Kim Gehrig, Calmatic and
Henry-Alex Rubin, as well as young talents who
are reshaping the advertising landscape.
That brings me to our cover. Each year for the
Creativity Issue, Ad Age holds a contest in which
we invite young creatives to conceive our opening
image. Our brief asked contestants to show how
creativity has fueled the industry during the
pandemic. Our winning idea, from Alexandra
Lopez of MullenLowe and Miguel Bades of J.
Romero in the Philippines, is a simple yet striking
scene that shows a sole creative toiling away at
a desk, serving as a bright, expansive light in
the process. It not only speaks to how creativity
has propelled the industry at a breakneck pace
through the coronavirus crisis, but also to how it
may help us eradicate the ongoing inequities that
plague our industry and beyond.

—Ann-Christine Diaz

MORE
READING
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This creative is thanking a client for
canceling its work in the pandemic
By Alexandra Jardine

News Future of Creativity

The Week Ahead:
June 15-19, 2020

June 15
Ad Age’s “Future of Creativity” week begins today, with a
roundtable of Agency A-List winners David Droga, founder,
Creative Chairman of Droga5; Wieden+Kennedy Global Chief
Creative Officer Colleen Decourcy; and Richard Brim, chief
creative officer of adam&eve/DDB, along with an honest
conversation with the leaders of SATURDAY MORNING about
racial inequality and progress at the C-level. Winners of the
2020 Creativity Awards also revealed.
HanesBrands and Skechers USA are two of the brands speaking
during the Evercore ISI Virtual Consumer & Retail Summit.

A Starbucks
store in
Washington
state. The
company will
participate in
the Evercore
ISI Virtual
Consumer
& Retail
Summit on
June 17.
Courtesy
Starbucks

News Univision’s upfront
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The lineup also includes Mondelēz
International and McDonald’s on June 16
and Starbucks on June 17.
June 16
“Future of Creativity” Day 2: Restaurant
Brands International’s Fernando
Machado and GUT’s Anselmo Ramos
on lessons learned during breakout
campaigns for Dove, Burger King and
Popeyes. Also, top directors discuss making some of the year’s
best work.
D&AD Awards announces the winners of its Advertising,
Culture and Design Pencils. The winners of its Collaborative
category will also be unveiled. Recipients will be awarded via
the D&AD website.
Univision will host its virtual upfront presentation at 1 p.m.
The Hispanic network will make its pitch as the TV industry
grapples with COVID-19 induced delays to the typical spring
negotiations, when networks look to sell a bulk of their
inventory for the new season.
Oracle, which runs two of the ad industry’s most-used products
(Grapeshot and Moat), will report its fourth-quarter earnings.
The company lags behind other marketing industry leaders
such as Adobe and Salesforce with its Data Cloud offering,
though it’s beginning to catch up.
Ad Age Best Places to Work 2021 entries open today, honoring
50 companies in advertising, marketing and media that

Creators of
the “Proud
Whopper”
will appear
on Day 2 of
the our
Future of
Creativity
event.
Courtesy
Burger King

News Kroger earnings
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are quantifiably ahead of the pack in
factors including benefits, inclusion and
employee development.
June 17
The more than 100 winners of The One
Show 2020 will be revealed through an
online “The One Show For All” two-day
event beginning today.
“Future of Creativity” Day 3: Christena
Pyle, executive director, advertising at Time’s Up, and Ryan
Ford, chief creative officer at Cashmere, address how creatives
and marketers can properly address diversity and inclusion
amid the pandemic and protests.
June 18
Supermarket chain Kroger reports earnings. The chain
recently announced it’s building three more warehouses,
which will be powered by robotics, to fulfill consumer demand
that has surged during the pandemic. Kroger is also

Advertisement

Supermarket
chain Kroger
will report
earings this
week. Luke
Sharrett/
Bloomberg

News Juneteenth holiday
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teaming with Roku to build a new tool that better measures
TV ad effectiveness.
June 19
Today is Juneteenth, which commemorates the end of slavery
in the U.S. in 1865. In light of George Floyd’s death and the
accompanying protests, companies including Nike, Twitter,
Square and Vox Media are making it a paid holiday.
Father’s Day is two days away, marking yet another holiday
during the coronavirus pandemic. Struggling retailers such
as Brooks Brothers and Nordstrom, hoping for a sales boost,
have been emailing customers about the event for weeks.
They’re offering deep discounts on menswear and highlighting
dedicated sections for “cool dads” that include items like vodka
candies and leather-cased manicure sets.

MORE
READING

ANA admits ‘limited progress’ on diversity
and inclusion initiatives, calls for action
By Adrianne Pasquarelli

Google announces new policy to restrict
discriminatory ad targeting
By George P. Slefo
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News What you need to know

Trending
Compiled by E.J. Schultz

A quick look at hot topics in the marketing, media and agency
industries. For more on these and other trending stories, visit
AdAge.com
Newsworthy exit
Papa John’s is going on a cable news diet. The pizza chain vowed
to stop running ads on any opinion-based programming after Fox
News host Tucker Carlson’s controversial comments about Black
Lives Matter sparked the latest advertiser boycott of the show.
Biggest cut
The trade organization behind Mobile World Congress
slashed 20 percent of its staff months after the February
event was canceled due to the pandemic.“We think this is

A Papa John’s
store in
Louisville,
Kentucky.
Luke
Sharrett/
Bloomberg

News What you need to know

at least a three-year recovery scenario,” Stephanie LynchHabib, chief marketing officer at the Global System for Mobile
Communications Association, told Bloomberg News.
Best advice
“Review your lists,” Paul Wallace, VP of global revenue products
and services at Vice Media, told Ad Age in a report about how
phrases like “black people” remain on keyword blocklists used
to keep ads appearing near certain content. Publishers say the
lists are using outdated and discriminatory technology.
Worth watching
Interpublic CEO-Chairman Michael Roth vowed to tie agency
CEO compensation to hiring and promoting more people of
color and women as part of an internal memo that revealed
that fewer than 3 percent of IPG senior executives and
managers are black.
Spared (for now)
A Volkswagen executive said last week there would be “no
sacrificial lamb” when announcing actions it would take
in response to a social media video produced in May that
Advertisement

TRENDING

News What you need to know

showed a dark-skinned person
moved around like a marionette
by a large white hand. The clip,
part of a campaign for the Golf
8, was pulled after it was widely
criticized as being racist. While
no executives or agencies were
fired, the shop behind the video,
Omnicom-owned, Berlin-based
Voltage, is surely feeling the heat.

TRENDING

Tweet of the Week

Namaste
Despite social distancing and
shopper anxiety, Lululemon is
sticking with plans to dedicate
10 percent of its store fleet to
experiential stores, which include
restaurants, rooms for meditation
and yoga, and lots of pillows.
Junk food marriage
Pringles and Wendy’s just launched co-branded Baconator
crisps. They are artificially flavored and don’t contain bacon.
They’re actually kosher.
Number of the Week
60 percent of pandemic-induced retailer closures will be from
mall-based stores, predicts Coresight Research, which estimates
a total of 20,000 to 25,000 store closures in the U.S.
Return to
Table of Contents

5 Questions

DIEGO SCOTTI SAYS IF BRANDS CAN’T
FIND DIVERSE TALENT, THEY’RE NOT
LOOKING HARD ENOUGH
By George P. Slefo

When it comes to the topic of diversity, Diego Scotti, chief
marketing officer at Verizon, doesn’t understand why more
CMOs don’t take action. “You have the power to ask your
agencies to see their diversity numbers and hold them
accountable,” he says. “I don’t know why they don’t do that.”
In 2016, he sent a letter to Verizon’s 11 agency partners stating
the number of women and people of color in leadership roles
must improve. Scotti, one of Ad Age’s Creativity Awards
recipients for Diversity and Inclusion Champion of the Year, has
received quarterly diversity updates since then. This interview
has been edited for brevity and clarity.

Verizon’s
Diego Scotti
Illustration
by Tam
Nguyen
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DIEGO SCOTTI SAYS IF BRANDS CAN’T FIND DIVERSE TALENT,
THEY’RE NOT LOOKING HARD ENOUGH

Is it hard finding diverse talent?
I get angry when I hear that. If you can’t find talent, you’re
not looking hard enough because there is so much talent out
there. The problem is it’s not being put on the
table. You have to do the work and go to the
“You need
universities and work with the grassroots
measurement,
organizations that have that talent. It takes a
little bit of work and you have to commit to it,
consistency and
but the talent is there.
commitment.
So what does the overall industry need to do?
The industry needs to get on with it. You need
measurement, consistency and commitment.
It isn’t rocket science.

It isn’t rocket
science.”

Diego Scotti, chief marketing
officer, Verizon

Can you give an example?
We created adfellows. It’s 100 young professionals who are
from all over the country. They come to New York and rotate
working with Verizon and our partners for eight months. We

Verizon
adfellows
participants
Verizon via
YouTube
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DIEGO SCOTTI SAYS IF BRANDS CAN’T FIND DIVERSE TALENT,
THEY’RE NOT LOOKING HARD ENOUGH

pay for everything and hire 90 percent of them. This year was
interesting because the graduation came in the middle
of COVID.
Beyond the pandemic, what made it interesting?
There were discussions from our agencies and even in our
company about not hiring them. Companies are struggling—I
get it. But we just invested eight months of training to get
these young professionals ready for the next step and we made
a commitment to hire 90 percent of them. If you can hire them,
but don’t, then shame on you. It was a moment of truth. We
hired 94 percent of them.
You were ranked No. 1 on Forbes’ Corporate Responders list
for the work Verizon did in response to COVID-19.
T-Mobile was ranked No. 5. How did that make you feel?
I didn’t notice they were on the list.

MORE
READING

Keyword blocking hits
Black Lives Matter content
By George P. Slefo

Starbucks unveils its own Black Lives
Matter shirt designed by, and for, its
employees
By Jessica Wohl
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News Young Creatives Cover Contest

‘WE ARE THE LIGHT’ TAKES
TOP HONORS IN YOUNG
CREATIVES COVER CONTEST
By Ann-Christine Diaz

Each year for our Creativity Issue, Ad Age shines the light on
young creatives in our annual Cover Contest. We ask talents age
30 and under from around the world to design our opening page,
adhering to a particular brief. This year, we asked contestants to
create an image that shows how creativity has fueled the industry
through the pandemic. Our winners, Copywriter Alexandra
Lopez of MullenLowe and Art Director Miguel Bade of J. Romero
in the Philippines conceived an image speaking to that and
beyond.

Contest
winners
Miguel
Bade and
Alexandra
Lopez of the
Philippines,
left, and an
early sketch
version
of their
winning
idea, right.
Courtesy
Bade and
Lopez

News Cover Contest

‘THE SIMPLER THE MESSAGE, THE MORE POWERFUL’

The simple, graphic depiction of a creative toiling away tautly
captures the impact of powerful ideas combined with hard
work—it can shine a light on the way forward. It’s a message
relevant not just during the pandemic but also now, as our
industry grapples with how to address the racial unrest and
turmoil that continues to afflict the world.
“We may feel hopeless at a time like this, but we persevere every
day to create in the confines of our homes because we know our
work has the ability to bring light and hope onto others and
ourselves,” the winners wrote in their description of the entry.
The image is sharp and succinct but, as with many good ideas,
it didn’t start out that way. The initial concept featured a man
inside a light bulb, formed by its filaments. Ultimately, “We
opted for a much stronger image highlighting the fact that this
goes beyond us, that our work can be the source of light for
others,” says Lopez. “There’s this hodgepodge of imagery that
everyone has in their heads on the [pandemic] situation right
now, and we were exploring different art styles on how to cut
through that noise and convey our message best. So we decided
the simpler the image, the more powerful the message.”
Once again, our honorees hail from the Philippines, which is
home to the lion’s share of the winners over the contest’s more
than 10 years. When asked why they think this is the case,
Lopez says that the “arts don’t get much support here. We
think that’s why creatives grab every opportunity they can get
to express creativity and to show the world their ideas.”
Join Ad Age editors as they discuss contest finalists and speak
to Lopez and Bade on June 18, at the Future of Creativity event.

News Runners-up

And now the rest of the best. Here, the finalists
share the thinking behind their cover ideas.
Keegan Sanford, senior art director, and
Megan Williams, copywriter, Havas New York
At its core, creativity is optimism—seeing not just
what is, but what could be. So no matter how dark
the world gets, looking at it through a creative lens
will always reveal a brighter future.

Thomas Oubre, senior copywriter,
EP+Co, Greenville, South Carolina
Creativity in the era of COVID-19 has proven itself
a daily fight. So to all of the agencies who love to
talk about how scrappy they are, now’s the time to
prove it. Excited? Yeah, us too.

Saymon Medeiros, creative art director,
Wunderman Thompson, United Arab Emirates
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, all of us
as an industry are living “the Big Bang of
communication,” where our homes are the
embryos for the birth of a new and strong industry.

THE THINKING BEHIND THE BRIEF

News Runners-up

‘CREATIVITY IS RARELY EASY, BUT IT WILL ALWAYS BE ESSENTIAL’

Sara Goforth, art director,
The Martin Agency, Richmond, Virginia
The pressures of this new reality have changed our
industry. I wanted to show how our late nights and
weekend work is still reaching people. Creativity is
rarely easy, but it will always be essential.

Sujay Kamble, art trainee,
Taproot Dentsu, Mumbai, India
Creativity involves breaking out of expected
patterns in order to look at things in a different
way. Everything around us has helped to turn
adversity into an advantage because of this
creative approach.

Kshitija Pradhan, senior manager-design
SoCheers Infotech, Mumbai, India
A beautiful amalgamation of technology and
human ingenuity is all you need to get creative to
spread awareness. The lockdown isn’t meant for
the house, i.e your creative mind.

News Runners-up

Anuar Morad, senior copywriter,
Grey New York, and Francisco Quiroba,
art director, The Community, Miami
People, as wells as brands, are finding new ways
to share and create. So we recreated Times Square
showing ads as neighbors helping each other and
transforming the industry together with new trends.

Devin Kharpertian, senior copywriter, and Alex
Kaufman, associate designer, Madwell, New York
COVID-19 has upended our daily lives in every way—
mentally, physically and emotionally. It can be
overwhelming. But each day we make the balance
look easy, even (and especially) when it isn’t.

Crista Sukennik, graphic design student,
Buffalo, New York
This cover design portrays the difficulty of not
seeing others face to face, but staying creative,
humorous and optimistic, nonetheless.
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MAKING THE BALANCE LOOK EASY

Feature

HAD CANNES LIONS
2020 HAPPENED,
THESE ENTRIES
WOULD HAVE WON
Industry leaders pick their favorites for the big Lions
By Ad Age Staff

Courtesy
Cannes Lions
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HAD CANNES LIONS 2020 HAPPENED, THESE ENTRIES WOULD HAVE WON

Every year in this issue, Ad Age typically surveys creative
leaders around the world on what they believe will be the big
winners at the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity.
But it will take some time to find out if this year’s predictions
come true: Though the festival intends to continue celebrating
creativity virtually with programming on its Lions Live platform
during the event’s intended week, June 22-26, the awards
themselves have been put on hold until next year. Here, top execs
predict the ideas that would have ruled on stage at the Palais.

Sigal Abudy, VP-creative director, McCann Tel Aviv
Louis Vuitton: Hand Sanitizer
I think it would be wrong to talk about Cannes Lions 2020
without mentioning the coronavirus pandemic, and the kind of
work this pandemic has inspired. Most of the big brands created
emotional content, saying things like “We’re here for you" and
"We care about you.” But there were some brands that led the
way, took it to the next level and created real products, like Louis
Vuitton's hand sanitizerproduct made by the same factories
that normally produce perfume and makeup. This luxury brand
was actually among the first to tackle the nationwide shortage
of sanitizing products in France.
Microsoft Xbox: Xbox Tourism
McCann London
It’s a brilliant idea that became even more relevant and
inspiring during this period, when we all were spending
months at home in front of our Xbox. It makes you look at the
landscapes [in the Xbox World], notice all the small, beautiful

Courtesy
Sigal Abudy
via LinkedIn
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details you didn’t see before, and enjoy every minute of the
game—even when you lose.
Madonna Badger, co-founder, Badger & Winters
The New York Times:
The Truth Can Change How We See the World
Droga5
Brilliant and beautiful. This spot took my breath away the first
time I saw and heard it.

Courtesy
Badger &
Winters

HBO: It’s OK
Wieden+Kennedy New York
Shines light on mental health through the complex characters we
all love and care deeply about. Made depression so understandable.
P&G: The Look
SATURDAY MORNING
The time is NOW ... Great way to change the conversation and
how we think. Especially now.
Ana Balarin, co-executive creative director, Mother London
Beco #StealOurStaff
TBWA\London
This is a packaging-based campaign for a small toiletries
company that predominantly hires people with disabilities.
The premise is extremely clever and the execution painfully
simple. Employees' photos and personal information were
added to their products’ packaging design, encouraging other
companies to hire them. I hope it would have won big, as it has
a very honest but non-patronizing tone, which is so refreshing
in campaigns that address under-representation.

Courtesy
Mother
London
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Spotify: Listen Like You Used To
In-house
Striking design, creative use of data and insightful
copywriting, all packaged up in a minimalist execution. No
wonder it hit a chord with music lovers all around.
Seth Gaffney, partner and chief strategy officer, Preacher
Argos: Book of Dreams
The&Partnership London
Ikea: Silence the Critics
Mother London

Courtesy
Seth Gaffney
via LinkedIn

NAMI: Naughty Or
Wieden+Kennedy New York
With my sense of time completely warped, my mind goes to
three very different, moving films released over the holidays
last year that feel deserving of recognition: Argos for a joyful
story beautifully told, Ikea for its sharp insight and execution
and NAMI for piercing writing and performance. But probably
the Moldy Whopper would have cleaned up.
Ben Golik, chief creative officer, M&C Saatchi
Nike: Don’t Do It
Wieden+Kennedy Portland
This year will rightly be remembered for the world change that
will be accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic and the global
response to the murder of George Floyd. Amid all this, great
work is being made, in very little time, that responds to our
times. Nike’s “Don’t Do It” showed the power of the right words,
delivered simply. A special mention to adidas for retweeting it.

Courtesy
M&C
Saatchi
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Be it between brands or people, laying long-standing rivalries to
rest may be the best thing to come out of this year.
Lauren Haberfield, senior art director, BETC
Burger King: Moldy Whopper
Grabarz & Partner
We all love an “anti-advertising” campaign, especially one
that leaves us asking “How on earth did they get that
approved?” Turning their No. 1 asset into something
disgusting is a bold move that deserves to be applauded.

Courtesy
BETC

Sandy Hook Promise: Back-to-School Essentials
BBDO New York
This campaign reminds us just how powerful “traditional”
advertising can be. Hacking a well-established marketing
moment and turning it into a unexpected message is very
effective when it’s executed as well as this.
Gillette: The First Shave
Grey Canada
What makes this so remarkable is how bad this idea could have
been. It could have been an opportunistic, overly emotive-forno-reason film that takes advantage of the hype surrounding
the LGBTQ+ community. Instead they have told a truly human
story that resonates with all who watch it and by doing so
promote a powerful message of inclusivity and acceptance.
Andres Ordonéz, Chief Creative Officer, FCB Chicago
Canadian Down Syndrome and Google: Project Understood
FCB Canada
There’s always that piece that pushes technology to become

Courtesy
FCB Chicago
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better, to be used beyond what we expect, to give access to all.
Tinder: Swipe Night
72andSunny
An idea that lives in the intersection between innovation and
storytelling.
Paul Shearer, chief creative officer, Impact BBDO Dubai
Apple: Bounce
TBWA\Media Arts Lab
I am a bit of a film craft fan and the film “Bounce,” for Apple,
is a cracker. When I saw it, made me feel jealous beyond belief.
Every inch of the production is near perfect.

Courtesy
BBDO

MORE READING

IPG reveals state of
diversity within its
executive ranks in
leaked staff memo

Facebook hears
rumbles of advertiser
rebellion over refusal to
check Trump

By Lindsay Rittenhouse

By Garett Sloane
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A regularly updated
blog tracking brands’
responses to racial
injustice
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We are pleased to present the
2020 Creativity Awards. Chosen
by a jury of top agency and
brand leaders and led by Ad Age,
they honor the best ideas and
brightest minds of our industry.
Click or tap a section below to
see the category winners.

2020 Creativity Awards

WORK

Click or tap a category below to view.
You can return to this page by clicking
or tapping the section headers in the
top left of each winner.

Content Marketing of the Year

Technology
Innovation of the Year

Best Work for Good

Tiny but Mighty

Craft of the Year

Experiential Campaign
of the Year

Idea of the Year

2020 Creativity Awards

PEOPLE
Creative of the Year

Click or tap a category below to view.
You can return to this page by clicking
or tapping the section headers in the
top left of each winner.

Media Planner
of the Year

Strategic Planner
of the Year

Creative Director
of the Year

Account Manager
of the Year

Diversity & Inclusion Champion of the Year

Chief Creative
Officer of the Year

Brand Manager
of the Year

Chief Strategy
Officer of the Year

2020 Creativity Awards

BUSINESS

Click or tap a category below to view.
You can return to this page by clicking
or tapping the section headers in the
top left of each winner.

Best ROI: Work that Works

Visionary/Founder of the Year

D-to-C Brand of the Year

Best Launch of the Year

2020 Creativity Awards

PRODUCTION
Agency Producer of the Year

Click or tap a category below to view.
You can return to this page by clicking
or tapping the section headers in the
top left of each winner.

Director of the Year

Editorial Company of the Year
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HBO, “#FortheThrone”
by Droga5 New York
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With #FortheThrone, HBO cemented the legacy of “Game of
Thrones” in the run-up to the show’s much-anticipated finale.
Droga5’s campaign saw HBO partner with other brands to
pay tribute to the series: Bud Light sacrificed its Bud Knight
mascot during the Super Bowl; Mountain Dew stripped all
branding from its product to create “A Can With No Name;”
and 300,000 fans showed they were willing to “bleed for
the throne” in a blood donation tie-in with the Red Cross.
Others taking part included Shake Shack, which created a
secret menu available only if ordered in Valyrian; the NBA’s
Minnesota Timberwolves, which became the Minnesota
Direwolves; and Oreo, which changed the face of its cookies
to House Sigils. The campaign garnered more than 6 million
social media mentions and generated the equivalent of nearly
$176 million in ad value. And it also paved the way for future
spinoffs from the “GoT” franchise.
—Alexandra Jardine

Work: Technology Innovation of the Year

Microsoft Xbox,
“Changing the Game”
by McCann New York
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The finalists in the Tech Innovation category spanned
a broad range. They included Burger King’s mobile app
that invited the fast feeder’s fans to “burn” the ad of its
competitors to score free Whoppers, as well as an eye-opening
digital tourism campaign that subverted a racist insult and
transformed it into a positive message showcasing the wonders
of Africa. But the jury gave the top honor to a product—the
Microsoft Xbox Adaptive Controller. The company’s new
handset made gaming user-friendly for those with disabilities
(its packaging was accessible, too). This led to remarkable
marketing as well—an integrated campaign from McCann New
York that included an uplifting Christmas ad celebrating the
victory of young gamer Owen Sirmons, which then evolved into
an endearing Super Bowl spot that hit No. 3 on USA Today’s Ad
Meter. 
—Ann-Christine Diaz

Work: Best Work for Good

Microsoft Xbox,
“Changing the Game”
by McCann New York
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Microsoft’s Adaptive Controller for the Xbox allowed
approximately 33 million gamers with limited mobility to
compete on a level playing field for the first time, securing
its second win—Best Work for Good. The product’s launch
attracted support from players, fans and celebrities after
it was featured in Microsoft’s emotive 2019 Super Bowl
commercial via McCann that depicted children with
disabilities using the product. The campaign resulted in a 77
percent increase in conversations about inclusive gaming; a
58 percent increase in conversations about inclusive design
generally; and a 246 percent lift in Microsoft’s share of social
voice. What’s more, the controller spurred all the other major
platforms, including Nintendo, Sony and Google, to engineer
their consoles to work with it. Now that’s changing the game.
—Alexandra Jardine

Work: Experiential Campaign of the Year

Skittles,
“Broadway the Rainbow”
by DDB Worldwide
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For its 2019 Super Bowl campaign, Skittles skipped the Big
Game and made a full Broadway musical instead. In what was
arguably the brand’s most daring stunt yet, the show, starring
actor Michael C. Hall, managed to both satirize advertising
(including with its lead song, “Advertising Ruins Everything,”)
and make multiple, shameless Skittles plugs. Ahead of the
performance, a video teaser featuring Hall having second
thoughts about being in a musical ad on Broadway created
buzz. “Skittles Commercial: The Broadway Musical” then
played to a packed house of 1,500 people on Super Bowl Sunday,
with revenue from tickets, priced at $200, going to the charity
Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS. The campaign, which was
put together by DDB and production company Smuggler,
generated more than 2.5 billion earned impressions and led to
a 5.6 percent rise in Skittles consumption. —Alexandra Jardine

Work: Experiential Campaign of the Year

Wendy’s,
“Keeping Fortnite Fresh”
by VMLY&R
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When the hit video game Fortnite introduced a new mode
called Food Fight, the brand spotted an authentic way to insert
Wendy’s into the game’s story. Having noticed that the game’s
restaurant, Durr Burger, stored its beef in freezers, agency
VMLY&R used it as a vehicle to tout Wendy’s brand message
that it never serves frozen burgers. The company sent a digital
avatar, looking like Wendy’s own mascot, into Food Fight and
destroyed in-game freezers while streaming it on Twitch. The
stream was viewed live more than a quarter of a million times,
increasing mentions of Wendy’s by 119 percent across social
platforms. Soon, tens of thousands of gamers began destroying
burger freezers in their own gameplay, documenting it in
user-generated content. As a result, developers removed the
freezers from the game, ridding the virtual Fortnite world of
non-fresh beef. 
—Alexandra Jardine

Work: Tiny But Mighty

Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen,
“Sandwich Wars Tweet”
by GSD&M
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A two-word, unpaid tweet was all it took to send Popeyes into
the social media stratosphere last year during the “Chicken
Sandwich Wars.” When the brand launched its new chicken
sandwich, it was the underdog in the category dominated by
Chick-fil-A. The two brands traded barbs on social, then Chickfil-A fired off a tweet that seemed to mock Popeyes for jumping
on the bandwagon: “Bun + Chicken + Pickles = all the [heart
emoji] for the original.” Popeyes responded with a perfectly
on-brand “...y’all good?” Social media loved it: Black Twitter
made memes, celebrities posted without getting paid, talk show
hosts joked, lines wrapped around the block and Popeyes started
selling more than a thousand chicken sandwiches a day. Eight
days later, the chain was sold out. The brand estimates the tweet,
the work of in-house staff and social teams at agency GSD&M,
has earned more than 20 billion impressions worth $220 million.

—Alexandra Jardine

Work: Craft of the Year

The New York Times,
“The Truth is Worth It”
by Droga5
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It was a tough competition in craft, marked by exquisite work
across a range of product categories. Apple received double
finalist nods for its in-camera masterpiece “Bounce” and the
poignant animated tale “Share Your Gifts.” The myriad visual
vagina metaphors of Libresse’s “Viva La Vulva” captivated
the jury, as did the expert effects and comedic storytelling on
the singing tchotchkes of Ikea’s “Silence the Critics,” while
John Lewis’ “The Boy and the Piano” was an entrancing trip
through Elton John’s history. But ultimately, the jury rallied
around The New York Times’ “The Truth Is Worth It.” Each
element was impeccable—the direction, editing, music, sound,
typography, and each served a crucial part in the campaign’s
storytelling symphony, weaving together seamlessly to
illustrate the journalists’ paths to the “truth”—and why it’s
worth paying for.
—Ann-Christine Diaz

Work: Idea of the Year

The New York Times,
“The Truth Is Worth It”
by Droga5
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“The Truth Is Worth It,” for the New York Times by agency
Droga5 also won Idea of the Year for shedding light on the
depth of its reporting, and for demonstrating why good
journalism is worth paying for by putting viewers in the shoes
of its reporters. At the core of the films is a single connected
thread of animated words that appear on screen resembling a
continuous writing and rewriting of headlines. Combined with
found footage, the films detail step-by-step the painstaking
efforts Times reporters make to go from hunch to headlines.
Each spot is a masterwork of craft, combining text, sound and
images to tell reporters’ harrowing tales. The campaign not
only reinforced the New York Times brand at a pivotal point in
the history of journalism, and also led to significant lift in-site
engagement and boosted subscriptions. —Alexandra Jardine

People: Creative of the Year
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Lauren Ferreira
Creative Director, Droga5

Lauren Ferreira’s work for HBO’s “Game of Thrones” spun
the show’s immense popularity into innovative and immersive
experiential campaigns. “Bleed for the Throne,” a partnership
with the American Red Cross, boosted U.S. blood donations by
12 percent by letting fans pay for tickets to the show’s season
premiere by donating blood. And HBO teamed up with Bud
Light to kill off the Bud Knight during the Super Bowl in a
surprise execution filled with steel and dragon fire. As Greta
Thunberg rallied young people to fight against climate change,
Ferreira’s “Donate 60” program encouraged high school
students to give a minute of their valedictory speeches over
to the issue. And The New York Times’ “The Truth Is Worth
It” lauded tennis stars and the long fight for gender pay equity
in the sport. Ferreira also volunteers at WriteGirl, a nonprofit
for inner-city teenagers interested in writing, and is a staff
professor at the School of Visual Arts.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Media Planner of the Year
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Michael Piner

Senior VP, Video and
Data-Driven Investments,
Mediahub

At Mediahub, Michael Piner has streamlined the agency’s
programmatic TV and video investment processes to improve
targeting consistency. Buys for the Navy Federal Credit
Union were coordinated across TV and digital to reach more
active-duty military personnel and veterans. And a private
marketplace created for Discovery Networks’ fully automated
TV planning and buying. Outback Steakhouse saw a 30 percent
increase in restaurant visits after Piner led an initiative
to combine Warner Media’s Audience Now TV ad product
and Xandr’s household-addressable TV offering to target
lapsed customers. And the agency negotiated TV deals that
guaranteed business results, resulting in a 5 percent increase
in burrito sales at Chipotle via Warner Media, an increase in
website sales at L.L. Bean via Disney and store visits at Ulta
Beauty via AETN.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Strategic Planner of the Year
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Miriam Raisner
Group Director,
Strategy & Insights, VMLY&R

Miriam Raisner came to advertising from the startup
world, a product of WPP Group’s MBA fellowship, which put
her through rotations at JWT and Ogilvy PR before she came
to VML. She wrote the brief for Bumble’s first Super Bowl
spot, which starred tennis great Serena Williams. Addressing
gender norms, the commercial was executed by an entirely
female-led team. As strategy lead for the New Balance business,
Raisner presented insights that led to the creation of a pub in
London that accepted only running mileage as payment for
beer, earning the brand 30 million media impressions. And
she led strategy for the Google Pixel North America agencyof-record pitch. Her insights also led to a new partnership
with Domino’s pizza to launch the Pixel, landing more than 65
million impressions for the campaign.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Creative Director of the Year
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Mike Dubrick
& Joel Holtby

Partners, Creative Directors,
Rethink

Since joining Canadian agency Rethink in 2012, Mike Dubrick
and Joel Holtby have been responsible for much of the shop’s
most memorable work, and built out a client roster that
includes Ikea, Coors, WestJet and Kraft Heinz. A tilted label on
Heinz ketchup bottles finally answered the age-old questions of
how exactly to hold the bottle to get the best pour. The bottles
were available only in Canada, but the idea was a hit even south
of the border. “Kawine & Dine,” a campaign to keep Toronto
Raptors star Kawhi Leonard from leaving the town, spread
to 700 businesses across the city. And “Pass the Bill” enabled
Canadians to literally pass joints rolled in miniature versions
of Bill C-45, which legalized marijuana.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Diversity & Inclusion Champion of the Year
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Diego Scotti

Chief Marketing Officer
and Executive VP, Verizon

Diego Scotti is the creator of adfellows, an eight-month
marketing fellowship that rotates young multicultural and
diverse talent through positions at Verizon and the agencies
and brands it works with. The program has grown in each of
its three years, and 90 percent of fellows have been placed into
full-time roles. Verizon has pushed its agencies to document
and improve the diversity of their workforces, and Scotti was
the impetus behind the first Spanish-language spot without
subtitles to run during the Oscars broadcast.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Diversity & Inclusion Champion of the Year
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Christina
Mallon

Inclusive Design Lead,
WundermanThompson

While working on beauty brands at Grey, Christina Mallon
developed a rare form of ALS, which eventually paralyzed
her hands and arms. The experience of becoming disabled
made it clear to Mallon how disabled consumers are ignored
by most marketers. She founded Wunderman Thompson’s
Inclusive Experience Design practice, leading work including
Tommy Hilfiger’s disability-friendly clothing line Tommy
Adaptive. Mallon also leads digital marketing for Open Style
Lab, a nonprofit that creates clothing solutions for people with
disabilities.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Account Manager of the Year
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Colin Belmont
Supervisor of Client
Engagement, VMLY&R

Colin Belmont has leveraged his knowledge of pop culture
and social media to bring some of Wendy’s most successful
campaigns to life. He helped sell “Keeping Fortnite Fresh,” the
in-game campaign against frozen beef that featured a digital
Wendy’s avatar smashing meat lockers across the gaming
world. He tapped into the resurgent popularity of role-playing
games, bringing the client on board with “Feast of Legends,” a
completely playable tabletop game based on a medieval fantasy
world featuring famous fast-food franchises that debuted
at New York Comic Con. “Feast” was downloaded a quarter
of a million times, earned 289 million media impressions
and spawned a new Reddit community. Belmont also helped
develop a plan to bring back Wendy’s Spicy Chicken Nuggets
for a timely partnership with Chance the Rapper that launched
the most-liked brand tweet in Twitter history.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Chief Creative Officer of the Year
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Debbi Vandeven

Global Chief Creative Officer,
VMLY&R

Mergers are difficult, and last year was the first that saw
VML and Y&R operating as a single, global shop. But in that
first year, the newly combined agency won two Grand Prix and
a Glass Lion at Cannes. A chief creative bears responsibility
for all the work that leaves an agency, and the number of
winners from VMLY&R on this list is testament to Vandeven’s
leadership and ability to cultivate great ideas. From Fortnite
for Wendy’s to buying up a Polish porn magazine and shutting
it down, the campaigns aren’t limited by the usual bounds of
traditional advertising, and performing so well so soon after a
huge and disruptive merger makes the accomplishment all the
more impressive.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Brand Manager of the Year
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Angus Ingham

Communications Specialist:
Global Brand & Special
Projects, UNICEF

Angus Ingham left advertising in Sydney in 2014 to join
UNICEF headquarters in New York as the first hire of the new
brand section. Since then, it has grown into a department that
operates under a global brand strategy, co-authored by Ingham,
and creates content used in 190 countries around the world. A
graveyard of UNICEF-blue backpacks dotted the North Lawn
of the United Nations to symbolize the 3,758 children killed in
conflict zones in a single year. Ingham produced an episode of
Netflix’s “Tales of Light” dedicated to UNICEF that launched
with an event headlined by Orlando Bloom. And he led a crew
in South Sudan to create a brand film featuring frontline
UNICEF staff, filming in locations accessible only by helicopter.
—I-Hsien Sherwood

People: Chief Strategy Officer of the Year
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Jonny Bauer

Global Chief Strategy Officer,
Droga5

Jonny Bauer founded the strategic vertical at Droga5, Ad Age’s
Agency of the Decade, and has led strategy at the shop since
then. He leads the teams behind the insights on lauded
campaigns including HBO’s “For the Throne,” Nordstrom’s “An
Open Mind Is the Best Look,” IHOP’s “IHOb” burger initiative
and “The Truth Is Worth It” for The New York Times. Bauer has
a knack for guiding teams toward work that not only delivers
results but is also entertaining and engaging for audiences—
even those often unimpressed with traditional marketing.
Bauer was also integral in Droga5’s acquisition by Accenture
Interactive, a move that is still reverberating through the
—I-Hsien Sherwood
industry a year later.

Business: Founder/Visionary of the Year
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Stephanie
Nadi Olson
Founder, CEO
We Are Rosie

Stephanie Nadi Olson has reimagined the modern-day
marketing workforce with We Are Rosie, a network of
independent and freelance marketing experts available to
work with brands and agencies on a project basis. At the time
of its awards submission, the platform was home to 2,200
consultants, and more than 20 Fortune 500 companies and five
agency holding companies had bought in, leading to more than
$4.5 million in revenue. But there’s heart behind the business.
A working mom and daughter of a refugee, Nadi Olson had felt
marginalized in her advertising career and wanted to create
an inclusive company that provided opportunities for others
who felt like they “didn’t belong” in their careers. Her company
wants to ensure that those in the network thrive, and provides
medical, dental and vision coverage for all eligible freelance
consultants put to work. 
—Ann-Christine Diaz

Business: D-to-C Brand of the Year
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Bombas

Who knew that socks could change the world? Bombas began
with the premise of doing just that, after founders David Heath
and Randy Goldberg discovered socks are the most-requested
item at homeless shelters. So they founded the direct-toconsumer sock company with a commitment to donating a pair
for each sold. Though not a new premise (shoe company Tom’s
is widely credited for the buy-one, donate-one idea), Bombas’
socially conscious efforts have extended to a PRIDE partnership
with The Ally Coalition, given that 40 percent of homeless youth
identify as LGBTQIA+. The brand has also entered a multiyear deal with Sesame Street to raise awareness of family
homelessness. The program involves product collaborations,
video and a large-scale birthday party for homeless children.
The Sesame Street partnership led to an increase in Bombas’
children’s business by 163 percent year-over-year and more than
400,000 pairs of donated socks. 
—Ann-Christine Diaz

Business: Best Launch of the Year
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Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen,
“Sweet Dixie Kitchen”
by GUT

Popeyes introduced its new chicken sandwich with an
integrated campaign that spanned the entire media landscape.
Two elements stood out, both of which the awards jury opted
to honor as part of the Best Launch of the Year award. One
came from GUT Miami. The agency dug into Popeyes’ history
to resurface #Popeyesgate from 2017, when a Southern
California restaurant secretly resold the fast-feeder’s chicken
alongside waffles as its own menu item. Popeyes returned to
the outlet, Sweet Dixie Kitchen in Long Beach, to introduce its
official sandwich, selling it there for a couple of days before it
hit the chain for real. That set the stage for playful antics in
which Popeyes poked fun at one of its main rivals, Chick-fil-A.
The push led to 21 billion earned media impressions and $226
million in earned media.
—Ann-Christine Diaz

See the work
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Business: Best Launch of the Year
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Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen,
“Chicken Wars”
by GSD&M

“Y’all good?” GSD&M’s contribution to Popeyes’ winning
chicken sandwich launch began with those words that set the
internet on fire. The “Chicken Wars” began when in response
to all the hype that Popeyes’ sammy was getting, competitor
Chick-fil-A released a flaccid tweet proclaiming “Bun + Chicken
+ Pickles = Love.” Popeyes immediately shut that down with
its two-word silver bullet. Also the “Tiny But Mighty” winner
in our Work category, it was a social media phenomenon that
roared with the power of Black Twitter, leading to 140,000
tweets a day (a huge spike compared to the previous week)
and stores selling more than 1,000 sandwiches a day. The
overall launch saw Popeyes sell a 10-week supply of the chicken
sandwich in eight days, and overall sales jumped a record 10%
in the third quarter of last year. —Ann-Christine Diaz

Business: Best ROI: Work that Works
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The New York
Times,
“The Truth Is
Worth It”
by Droga5

The New York Times’ “The Truth Is Worth It” has
garnered accolades across the industry, and last year
was the first campaign to earn both the Film and Film
Craft honors at the Cannes Lions International Festival
of Creativity. The campaign’s seamless, artful weaving
of copy, sound and documentary footage and photos
dramatically illustrates the painstaking and often
dangerous path that Times journalists take to get to the
truth, demonstrating that good reporting is worth paying
for. And pay for it they did. At the beginning of this year,
Ad Age reported that the Times announced a record 5
million subscriptions, having added 1 million net digital
subscriptions in 2019. The company also surpassed its goal
of hitting $800 million in annual digital revenue ahead of
schedule; in 2015 the Times had aimed to hit that amount
by the end of 2020.
—Ann-Christine Diaz

See the work
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Production: Music and Sound Company of the Year
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Barking Owl

One of just a handful of female-led advertising sound and
music companies, Barking Owl, founded by music production
vet Kally Bayett, made an indelible sonic imprint on the
advertising landscape in some of the year’s most impressive
and important work. Barking Owl also steered audio postproduction on Expensify’s first Super Bowl push, “Expen$ify
This,” from now-shuttered JohnxHannes. The campaign
included a spot and an “expensable” music video featuring
2Chainz and Adam Scott. It did the same for Reebok’s “Storm
the Court” from Venables Bell & Partners, and delivered more
whimsical sound effects for Wieden+Kennedy’s “Let’s Be Kids”
for Fisher-Price. Another distinguishing moment was Procter &
Gamble’s riveting “The Look,” for which it created a restrained,
sonic world of music, sound design and mix to underscore the
realities of the African-American male experience. “It’s about
the micro-racism that happens every single day, sometimes
subconsciously,” Bayett says. “You want to highlight it without
shaming people.”					—Ann-Christine Diaz

See the work
on AdAge.com

Production: Editorial Company of the Year
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Final Cut
Final Cut editor Jim Helton was one of the unsung heroes
of The New York Times’ celebrated “The Truth Is Worth
It” campaign from Droga5. He led the campaign’s edit (with
an assist from Betty Jo Moore), working alongside Furlined
directors Martin + Lindsay and post-production talents
Significant Others to achieve the gripping storytelling that
illustrated reporters’ journeys from hunch to headlines. The
company’s Jeff Buchanan and Chris Amos teamed with director
Spike Jonze to optimize the laughs for Squarespace’s campaign
featuring Idris Elba lip-syncing to a little girl and facing off
against comedian Lolly Adefope. Crispin Struthers cut together
Hyundai’s sweeping 70-year retrospective, “Next Awaits,”
from Innocean and director Dante Ariola; Ryan Beck helped to
build The&Partnership’s delightful Christmas tale for Argos,
“Book of Dreams,” directed by Traktor; and Joe Guest artfully
wove together adam&eveDDB’s much-anticipated John Lewis
Christmas film, the charming story about dragon “Excitable
Edgar,” directed by Dougal Wilson. 
—Ann-Christine Diaz

See the work
on AdAge.com

Production: VFX Company of the Year
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Moving Picture Company
Moving Picture Company steered VFX on some of the year’s
most visually ambitious spots, including Hennessy’s “Seven
Worlds” from DDB Paris and directed by Ridley Scott, and
BMW’s “Legend” from Goodby Silverstein & Partners and
directed by Dante Ariola, a blockbuster introduction for the
X7 that saw the car dodging past gargantuan beasts and
larger-than-life characters. The company turned time back
decades for John Lewis’ “The Boy and the Piano,” chronicling
Elton John’s storied career, and it pulled out all stops for
Lego’s first brand campaign in 30 years, “Rebuild the World”
from BETC Paris and Stink’s Traktor, delivering character
design, animation, environment and compositing.

—Ann-Christine Diaz

See the work
on AdAge.com
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Charlotte Regan
Director, Knucklehead

Knucklehead director Charlotte Regan admits to being
See the work
“performance-obsessed.” And it shows in the characters that
on AdAge.com
come to life in her work, which includes the tale of a boy who
endures the pain of his sick mother by imagining a day of wild,
spirited adventure with her in Mumford & Sons’ music video for
“Beloved”; the quick-fire storytelling in a Car for You spot that
shows time passing and life changing as a young woman sits in
the driver’s seat; and Stereophonics’ poignant tale for “Fly Like
an Eagle,” inspired by the coming-out story of frontman Kelly
Jones’ daughter. Regan’s work takes a gut-wrenching turn in her
short film “My Boy,” starring British character actor Sam Spruell
as a father on a mad search for his son—until we realize the truth
behind his actions. “All my stuff is about human connection,”
Regan says. “The stories, locations and style can change, but as
long as human connection is at the center of it, then it's something
I feel comfortable doing.”
—Ann-Christine Diaz

Production: Director to Watch
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Diana Kunst
& Mau Morgó

Directors, Object & Animal

Though directors Diana Kunst and Mau Morgó each helm
work independently, when they partner it results in trippy, fiery
worlds. The pair were behind FKA Twiggs and A$AP Rocky’s
“Fukk Sleep” video, which followed them on a raucous rampage
through dystopian New York City. The pair was also behind
the painterly, otherworldly clip for Spanish singer-songwriter
Rosalía’s video for "De Aquí No Sales.” The musician’s flamencoinfused pop comes to life against the plains of La Mancha, with
the windmills that inspired Miguel de Cervantes’ “Don Quixote”
—but in this case, they serve as the backdrop for a man who sets
himself on fire. That work led to a project with Madonna: the
video for “Medellin,” the first for her album “Madame X.” Kunst,
who was raised in Spain by her Filipina mother and Basque
father, began her career as a photographer while Morgó started
as a graphic artist before moving into more experimental
terrain at the intersection of art and tech.  —Ann-Christine Diaz

See the work
on AdAge.com
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Calmatic
Prettybird

Exuberance pulses through the work of Prettybird director
Calmatic, who has a flair for bringing a fresh take to well-trod
terrain. His claim to fame is the music video for Lil Nas X and
Billy Ray Cyrus' "Old Town Road," a spectacular spaghettiwestern sci-fi mashup that sees the hip-hop and country stars
play cowboy bank robbers. Calmatic also took a Google Mapsstyle cinematic approach to the music video for Vince Staples’
“Fun!”—a voyeuristic trip through a neighborhood street, the
camera pausing and zooming in on vignettes of residents
dancing, hanging and mischief-making. For the authentic feel,
he and director of photography Ryan Marie Helfant crafted
a multi-camera rig that captured video and panoramic stills.
Calmatic then worked with Electric Theater Collective on the
post process. The jury bestowed him the Director of the Year
honor on the merits of the music videos; Calmatic went on to
make his Super Bowl debut on the TurboTax “All People Are
Tax People” spot from Wieden+Kennedy. —Ann-Christine Diaz

See the work
on AdAge.com
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Jesse Brihn

Director of Film and Content
Production, Droga5

Since Jesse Brihn joined Droga5 as executive producer
in 2015, after previous stops at Wieden+Kennedy, BBDO
and Cutwater, he’s risen the ranks to director of film and
content production. He serves as a key leader in managing
and evolving the company’s overall craft and content output,
and whatever the genre or format, he’s helped to ensure the
work lives up to a high creative bar and that the message
has maximum impact—all while keeping budgets in check.
Still, Brihn remains closely involved in the work, which last
year included standout projects like The New York Times’
“The Truth Is Worth It”; HBO’s “For the Throne”; HarleyDavidson’s “Breathe”; Nordstrom’s “An Open Mind Is the Best
Look;” and Thorne’s “The Frontier Within” experience. 

—Ann-Christine Diaz

See the work
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Fear of Flying

By Simon Dumenco

Last week United Airlines announced that
it was adding some items to its pre-boarding
checklist. In addition to agreeing to wear a mask
while on board, you, dear prospective passenger,
“must acknowledge” that you “have not had close
contact with someone who tested positive for
COVID-19 in the last 14 days” and that you’re not
experiencing any of a list of common COVID-19
symptoms now—and you didn’t exhibit said
symptoms over the past 14 days.
Click “Accept” and you’re good to go.
Feel reassured? No? Well, neither is Twitter user

Airline losses are surging
to unprecedented levels
expected to be more
than three times those
following the 2008
global economic slump,
according to the industry’s
main trade group.
Angus Mordant/
Bloomberg
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@KnightsAtari, who last week responded to
United’s tweeted announcement about its new
“Ready-to-Fly” health “self-assessment” with: “This
will be about as effective as the ‘Please confirm you
are over 18 to continue’ button on Pornhub.”
Of course, the history of modern commercial
air travel has been a bumpy ride not only for
passengers but carriers. It seems there’s always
some sort of crisis to contend with. Consider
the double whammy outlined in a Nov. 5, 1979,
Advertising Age front-page story titled “New
routes keep airline ads on course.” That winter,
carriers faced not only another energy crisis—what
we called the “un-flagging march of fuel prices”—
but a bewildering morass of service changes (new
destinations, new hubs, discontinued routes) in the
wake of government deregulation.
How to communicate all that to customers? “While
marketing approaches vary,” Ad Age reported at
the time, “most airline execs agree that the job
cannot be accomplished without advertising.”
Keep in mind that earlier in the decade a series
of shocking “skyjackings” dominated headlines,
and airlines had to work with the government to
institute, for the first time, meaningful security
protocols—and then had to convince passengers
that flying was safe again.
Then consider a story Ad Age published on
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Sept. 19, 2001: “Southwest First Airline to
Start Post 9-11 Advertising.” Two TV spots and
newspaper ads, we reported, featured Southwest’s
then-president, Colleen Barrett, “pledging our
allegiance to America. Nothing will keep our
country or Southwest from moving ahead.”
In the summer of 2020, how do airlines move
ahead? Very, very carefully. Airlines are not only
facing an existential threat, but a truly mindboggling marketing challenge. Given that public

The Nov. 5, 1979, front
page of Advertising Age
Crain Communications
Inc
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health officials successfully changed the behavior
of tens of millions of Americans with months
of stay-at-home orders and social-distancing
directives, now airlines have to convince them to
change their behavior yet again, and in the most
counterintuitive way: The pandemic isn’t over yet,
but hey, let’s all cram back into hermetically sealed
flying petri dishes.
What amount of advertising—and what kind of
advertising—will prompt you to click “Accept”?
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